
Condition Parameter*, with Goal

FB NMSE FAC 2 NAD
<0.67, closest to 0 <6 >0.3 <0.5, closest to 0

Low Flow

Base 0.30 0.14 1.00 0.15
Vent -0.02 0.05 1.00 0.10

Student Heat 0.91 1.19 0.08 0.45
Window 0.33 0.17 1.00 0.16

Door 0.28 0.12 1.00 0.14

High Flow

Base 0.22 0.09 1.00 0.13
Vent 0.20 0.10 1.00 0.14

Student Heat 0.24 0.14 0.92 0.14
Window 0.25 0.09 1.00 0.13

Door 0.24 0.09 1.00 0.13

Background/ Problem Statement
Understanding the dispersion of potentially infectious 

aerosols released from breathing and speaking is critical to 
maintaining healthy indoor classroom environments. The goal 
of this project was to model airflow in a USMA Thayer Hall 
classroom using SolidWorks Flow Simulation, an inexpensive 
and readily accessible Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) 
tool. The model was then assessed by comparing outputs to 
previously collected experimental data.  
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Results

Discussion
The performance measures for the baseline models fell 

within published acceptance criteria.  The sensitivity analysis 
indicated that student heat flux had the largest impact on the 
results, with the FAC2 parameter improving from 0.08 to 1.0 in 
the low flow case upon incorporation of the condition. Removal 
of the student heat flux boundary condition in the low flow case 
was the only condition in which the model failed to meet 
acceptance criteria.   
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Table 1. Acceptance Criteria of Results

Methodology
Previous physical experiments (Dacunto, et al 2022) had 

released a carbon dioxide tracer gas from 6 student locations, 
and recorded resultant concentrations throughout the 
classroom under high and low ventilation conditions.  In this 
study, a model of these classroom experiments was 
constructed using SolidWorks Flow Simulation.  Performance 
was evaluated using dispersion model acceptance criteria 
(Hanna and Chang 2012).  A sensitivity analysis was 
performed for both the high-flow and low-flow cases to assess 
the relative influence of each of four boundary conditions: vent 
flow pattern (vertical versus dispersed), student heat flux, 
window heat flux, and door pressure difference.

Figure 1. Thayer Hall Classroom (TH376) set up for tracer gas 
experiments in term 21-2.

Figure 4. Planview cut plot of high flow base case at height of lamp showing 
temperature (left) and velocity (right).

Conclusion
Despite its relatively low cost, SolidWorks Flow 

Simulation can be used to create reasonably accurate models 
of aerosol dispersion.  This accessible tool may already be 
available to many academic institutions and can be used to 
quickly predict the spread of aerosols, gases, and other 
passive scalars under various room conditions, thus helping 
to ensure a safe classroom environment.

*FB = Fractional Mean Bias; NMSE = Normalized Mean Squared Error; FAC2 = Fraction of Cp within a 
factor of Two of Co; NAD = Normalized Absolute Difference. 

Figure 3. Flow trajectory of mass fractions of carbon dioxide showing the flow 
from air vents and silhouettes in the low flow base case. 

Figure 2. Example cut-plot comparison of mass fractions of carbon dioxide 
between low flow (left) and high flow (right) cases. 
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